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How to organize a cheap city break

Are you looking for a cheap city break? Do you want to visit popular cities on a short trip, but on

a budget? Check out our ways to travel cheaply – Deals and City Break Packages on eSky!

Here are some tips on how to organize a cheap city break. The �rst advice is for travellers who

want to �nd an attractive �ight o�er on their own in the Deals tab, and then �nd

accommodation. The second option is intended for travellers who prefer more prepared

solutions: City Break Package, in which they will �nd �ight and accommodation in one o�er.

Importantly, you can adjust the packages to your own needs thanks to special �lters.

Option 1: �nd a deal and buy accommodation separately

When planning a cheap trip, start with cheap �ights. How to �nd cheap �ights? You can �nd the

most attractive �ight o�ers on cheap �ights in the Deals tab. You can choose your destination

and check the lowest �ight prices in the calendar. If the o�ers presented are still too high, you

can set a price alert. Thanks to this, we will be able to inform you about available �ight tickets as

soon as they appear in the selected price range.

If you do not have speci�c preferences related to your destination, and just want to take a break

from everyday life, you can check the o�ers prepared by us. This way you can check the

destinations that are available at attractive prices and at the time that is perfect for you.

How to �nd cheap �ight?

Choose the best deal

Once you've found your �ight, consider booking your accommodation. You can �nd cheap

objects in the Stays tab. Just select your destination and �ight date, and we'll show you the best

deals available in your selected city. Our database includes luxury facilities and several cheaper

options such as hostels and guesthouses. How to �nd the cheapest accommodation? Use the

sort options and specify your needs with �lters.

Find cheap accommodation

Option 2: buy a city break package

Do you want to organize a cheap city break, but you don't have time to �nd the most attractive

�ight and accommodation o�ers? We have the perfect solution for you! You can use the City

Break tab to �nd your package and purchase your �ight and accommodation in

one booking. All you need to do is select the �ight direction, dates and length of stay. City Break

Packages are o�ers where you can �nd a combination of �ight and accommodation in one place.

However, you can customize the packages according to your needs and preferences. This way

you will not only save money, but also your time!

Find the City Break Package

How to plan a trip on a budget?

Are you looking for inspiration for your next city break? Subscribe to the newsletter on our

homepage and we will inform you about the best o�ers.
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